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Abstract
Eight community-based organizations (CBOs) in the Boston area came together in summer
2021 with researchers from Tufts Department of Urban and Environmental Policy and Planning
(UEP) to reflect on and learn from their experiences of responding to the COVID-19 pandemic.
All experienced dramatic shifts during the pandemic to respond to emergency needs,
providing new or expanding current services and serving as a bridge between government,
funders, and larger social service agencies and vulnerable communities. This report compiles
the findings from interviews with key staff and two group convenings. We explore the
challenges and opportunities faced by our organizations and make recommendations for other
similarly situated groups, government, funders, and social service providers.
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Executive Summary
Eight community-based organizations (CBOs) in the Boston area came together in summer
2021 with researchers from Tufts Department of Urban and Environmental Policy and Planning
(UEP) to reflect on and learn from their experiences of responding to the COVID-19 pandemic.
These groups are smaller nonprofits deeply rooted in lower income, working class, people of
color, and immigrant neighborhoods. They engage their communities through a range of
organizing, advocacy, and service programs. All experienced dramatic shifts during the
pandemic to respond to emergency needs, providing new or expanding current services and
serving as a bridge between government, funders, and larger social service agencies and
vulnerable communities. This report compiles the findings from interviews with key staff and
two group convenings. As an action research project, the CBOs are co-researchers, examining
and learning from our own experiences. We explore the challenges and opportunities faced by
our organizations and make recommendations for other similarly situated groups, government,
funders, and social service providers.

Photo 1 La Colaborativa's Food Distribution in Chelsea

When the pandemic hit Massachusetts in March 2020, CBOs pivoted almost overnight to
emergency response. The magnitude and severity of a statewide shutdown was immediately
apparent. Our groups drew on our networks and connections to coordinate collaborative
responses that were literally saving lives. In Chelsea, GreenRoots initiated the first calls with
community and government partners the days before the shutdown. Within weeks, CBOs
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created effective responses to meet the needs of the most vulnerable in their communities,
many of whom were not being served well by existing services because of cultural and
language barriers and/or because they were ineligible due to citizenship status.
La Colaborativa (in Chelsea), Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI – Roxbury), and
VietAID (in Dorchester) turned their buildings into food pantries, serving thousands of families
each week. New relief funds were created by Welcome Project (Somerville), Chinese
Progressive Association (CPA - Chinatown), and VietAID. CPA became a temporary hiring
agency, bringing on 80 laid off workers to help implement the City of Boston’s food
distribution program. In addition to food, our organizations helped connect residents to
housing assistance, personal protective equipment, money for workers who lost income,
diapers, COVID testing and vaccines, and gift cards to local shops. Because people were
calling us for help, we could identify where the gaps and barriers were in the public and
nonprofit systems and advocate to fill and fix them. The lack of adequate language access was
a primary barrier for many to access relief programs. With limited opportunities for in-person
interaction, our groups mobilized staff and volunteers to stay connected to residents. New
England United for Justice (NEU4J – Dorchester) established a team to conduct wellness
checks over the phone, while Neighbors United for a Better East Boston (NUBE) helped build a
mutual aid network with block captains reaching out to neighbors on their street.
What began in March and April 2020 as emergency measures lasted for more than a year, and
the crisis continues today. The impacts on our organizations have been profound. Staff are
exhausted both physically and emotionally, with some burnout and turnover of staff. Our
groups took advantage of funding opportunities to expand services. Many hired people from
our communities to implement the needed work, particularly staff who could speak the
multiple languages of our communities. For example, GreenRoots supported translation in
Amharic, Arabic, Portuguese, and Vietnamese, in addition to Spanish and English. We found
that though we did not have all the systems in place nor any experience with a global
pandemic, these were more than made up for by the commitment, care, and creativity of our
staff and volunteers – all of us learning as we went. We had to help our staff and leaders with
technology and training so that they could participate and engage remotely. Some of our
groups found that people from beyond our conventional boundaries were coming to us for
help. Yet, we cannot sustain all the new programs that started in the pandemic, as funding is
starting to decline.
The pandemic had profound impacts on how we engage our communities. Though some of us
never completely shut down in-person activities, we all had to do more through remote
technologies. All of us saw first-hand the reality of the digital divide. While some noted that
youth were better prepared to move to remote, many in our communities were not and lacked
both the technology and the know-how. Many of our groups bought equipment for our leaders
and provided in-person training. Some of us used social media to disseminate more
information, such as La Colaborativa using TikTok to counter false information about vaccines.
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For the groups doing community organizing, the pandemic provided both challenges and new
opportunities. Some found that digital communication limited their usual organizing methods,
because it is less interactive and one-way. Organizers had to shift their time from developing
leadership and supporting resident engagement to providing services and referrals and
advocating on behalf of residents. NEU4J developed a new organizing approach that they call
wellness-to-organizing where they engage with people first through services but use those
opportunities to do education and outreach and provide ways for people to become
proactively engaged in campaigns. Similarly, NUBE, as part of Mutual Aid Eastie, tried
overcoming a culture of charity by bringing all who receive aid into a WhatsApp group where
they are not only accessing what they need but also offering what they have (including their
time and labor). All of our groups ended up engaging with many more people than we
ordinarily would have. Welcome Project took the opportunity to put in place a new constituent
database. VietAID now has a list of over 1000 people served, mostly nail salon workers.
While our organizations all stretched and expanded programs, we could not meet the needs of
our communities on our own. Partnerships and collaborations have been critical to providing an
ecosystem of support. All of us experienced a deepening of collaborations with pre-existing
partners, as well as working with government and other organizations and setting aside
differences or conflicts in the past. For example, DSNI deepened its relationship with the Food
Project to get fresh produce for its food aid, but also began working for the first time with
YMCA. CPA, because of its support for workers, has sometimes had conflicts with small
businesses, yet collaborated with Small Business Administration and Local Initiatives Support
Corporation to provide workshops for small businesses to apply for federal aid.
Our partnerships with funders, local government, and larger service providers have also been
shifting in the pandemic. We are now being better recognized as critical bridges between their
resources and those most in need. For example, Welcome Project helped ABCD (a much larger
social service agency) figure out how to get funds out to small businesses before they had to
return that aid to the government. Some funders provided more flexibility and reduced barriers
to funding, relying more on trust in the CBOs. According to a NEU4J leader, “we have proven
we can move this work without a ten-page grant.” With one funder, NEU4J only had to fill out
a google form rather than writing a whole proposal.
Together, we have endured and continue to endure a stressful and traumatic time, but have
proven that our organizations have the nimbleness, flexibility, and creativity to move quickly to
respond to community needs. As one staff member of La Colaborativa noted, “a lot of the
solutions are already in the community.” A GreenRoots leader added, “we are the experts, we
know what we need.”
Some of our key reflections and learnings include:
•
•

Our strong and grounded community connections were an invaluable resource and
strength.
We need to take a grounded, intersectional approach that understands the lived
experiences of our residents.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexibility and creativity are needed to meet needs as they arise.
We must keep an ethic of care at the center of our work.
We need to shift a service culture towards mutuality, solidarity, and reciprocity.
The lack of language access and justice is a significant barrier that needs to be addressed
systemically.
Services can open up new engagement opportunities, but new models are needed for
connecting services to organizing, such as wellness-to-organizing and mutual aid.
Though we learned some new ways to engage virtually and reach some more people, inperson remains indispensable.
CBOs need continued funding and support to stabilize themselves to the new normal and
be better prepared for uncertain futures.

Perhaps one of the biggest takeaways from this action research project is that an ethic of care
(often seen as the work of women) has sustained our organizations, people, and communities.
One staff member of La Colaborativa noted that their concern is not just for physical health of
residents, but also emotional health and that a core part of their work is just to listen to people
and ask them how they are doing. This ethic of care cannot be taken for granted and should be
supported by policy and funding. Though some government agencies and funders are
returning to pre-pandemic normal, the crisis is not over. The pandemic has highlighted the preexisting conditions that made the impacts so unequal in the first place. While “we rose to a
challenge we had never seen before,” in the words of one DSNI staffer, we need to take this
opportunity to build and sustain an infrastructure of community care and support. Our
organizations and other CBOs can lead the way towards building back better – we already are.
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Photo 2: Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative and COVID testing in Upham’s Corner

1. Introduction
More than two years have passed since the COVID-19 pandemic struck in March 2020. Though
vaccines have arrived and mask mandates have been lifted, there is no return to normal for
many community-based organizations (CBOs) serving lower income communities and
communities of color. These are the groups who played a critical role reaching and serving the
most vulnerable during the darkest days of the crisis. They are also the ones who had been
deeply engaging their communities and organizing to address the persisting and historical
inequities that were in place before the pandemic (and that became more plainly visible with
the racial reckoning responses to anti-Black, anti-Asian, and anti-immigrant violence).
The COVID pandemic posed daunting challenges to, but also new opportunities for,
community engagement and organizing by community-based organizations like ours. We are
all smaller nonprofits deeply rooted in lower income, working class, people of color, and
immigrant neighborhoods. We build power and civic leadership within our communities. We
engage our communities through a range of organizing, advocacy, and service programs. We
experienced dramatic shifts during the pandemic to respond to emergency needs, providing
new or expanding current services, and serving as a bridge between government, funders, and
larger social service agencies and vulnerable communities.
This report is the result of an action research project with eight CBOs, coordinated by Tufts
Urban and Environmental Policy and Planning (UEP). With Americorps funding, we came
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together over two sessions in summer and fall 2021 to reflect on and learn from our
experiences of responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. This report compiles the findings from
our two group convenings, as well as interviews with key staff. As an action research project,
the CBOs are co-researchers, examining and learning from our own experiences. We explore
the challenges and opportunities faced by our organizations and make recommendations for
other similarly situated groups, government, funders, and social service providers. We hope
that this collective learning will inform the civic engagement and community organizing fields
and those who support these critical activities as a means to transform the conditions that have
created vulnerabilities and injustices.1
After an overview of our organizations, the report describes our responses when the pandemic
struck. We pivoted our work to food distribution, supporting access to public assistance,
providing language access, wellness programs, COVID 19 testing and vaccination, assisting
workers and small businesses, technology support for remote participation, mutual aid and
financial relief funds, and all sorts of other material aid. We then discuss the impacts that this
work has had on our organizations, our partnerships and collaborations, and our civic
engagement and organizing strategies. We conclude with lessons learned and
recommendations.
Case: GreenRoots sparks city-wide pandemic response
On March 11, two days before the pandemic shutdown in Massachusetts, GreenRoots
convened a call of about 15 stakeholders in Chelsea to begin coordinating emergency
response amongst community, nonprofit, and governmental partners. Originally thought
to be a response to a 2-week shutdown, that call was the first of 65 consecutive daily calls
(including weekends) among a network that became the Chelsea Pandemic Response
Team. The Team grew to 75 people with 10 working groups. The City of Chelsea became
the facilitator of the convenings, which often included the City Manager, state elected
officials, and leadership of the two major health clinics. GreenRoots also helped
coordinate with City and health leaders in April 2020 to advocate for more state resources
to address some of the highest COVID-19 infection rates in Massachusetts. These early
actions helped Chelsea transform from ground zero for COVID-19 impact to becoming a
model for pandemic response.

Our project explores similar issues and comes to similar findings as two other recent reports by the
Praxis Project (2020) and Community Catalyst (Tallant and Ruggeri 2022).

1
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Photo 3: Welcome Project with Representative Ayanna Pressley

2. Who We Are
We represent eight organizations in the greater Boston area that engage community residents
in civic, environmental, racial, and social justice issues. Our offices are located in three
municipalities: Chelsea (La Colaborativa and GreenRoots), Somerville (The Welcome Project),
and Boston (CPA, VietAID, NEU4J, DSNI, and NUBE).
Our programming is designed to support a range of people who are experiencing
marginalization or systemic oppression. The people who make up our membership are most
often working class, low-income, and/or experiencing unemployment and underemployment.
In addition, we have specific programming and services for elderly and youth members of our
community. Many of the people that engage with our organizations are immigrants that
identify as either Latinx, Chinese, Cape Verdean, or Vietnamese. In addition, people who
identify as women are very engaged in our programs and services.
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Figure 1 Location of Participating Community Organizations in Boston Metropolitan Area

Even prior to the pandemic most of our organizations were small, operating with a few staff
and annual budgets of under $500,000. Our response to the pandemic required additional
resources and support. An influx of funding both from the public sector and individuals helped
us meet the emerging needs of our constituents. The three organizations that operate in
Chelsea and East Boston - La Colaborativa, GreenRoots and NUBE - doubled their staffs and
budgets. In contrast, organizations like DSNI and Welcome Project maintained their staff
throughout the pandemic, while CPA experienced five staff vacancies.
Case: Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative pivots to food distribution
At start of pandemic, DSNI staff started doing check-in calls with residents and found that
food was a top need. DSNI had been involved in building the local food system, with the
Food Project operating a community greenhouse and urban farm on DSNI’ community
land trust property. They partnered with Food Project to get fresh produce to residents.
Then DSNI started a weekly food distribution center on Fridays, called the Dudley Food
Hub. They received food from the YMCA and City of Boston. For over a year, they
distributed 500 boxes of food each week. They partnered with other local organizations
and volunteers to staff the Food Hub. Residents from beyond the neighborhood started to
come and wait in line several hours to access the Food Hub.
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Figure 2 Emergency Response Area

The map above “Emergency Response Area” identifies the municipalities and neighborhoods
where we provide critical, often life-saving services and supports during the pandemic. This
service area includes eight municipalities (Chelsea, Everett, Lynn, Malden, Revere, Quincy,
Somerville, and Medford) as well as six Boston neighborhoods (Roxbury, Dorchester, Mattapan,
Hyde Park, East Boston, and Chinatown). The geographic reach of our services was made
possible due to our extensive network of partners and flexible, location non-specific funding.
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Photo 4: VietAID Food Distribution

3. Our Response
Prior to the pandemic, most of us approached our work through a hybridized service,
organizing, and advocacy framework with a greater emphasis on organizing and advocacy than
service. Several of our organizations explicitly did not do direct service work. With the
pandemic, we dramatically shifted our operations and programming to prioritize the provision
of emergency and necessary services to help mitigate the social, economic, and health impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic. The types of emergency response work are best described by
these ten categories.
1. Food distribution
2. Accessing government assistance
3. Language justice
4. Health and wellbeing
5. COVID-19 testing and vaccine
6. Business and worker assistance
7. Technology support
8. Mutual aid and Financial Relief Funds
9. Material Aid
10. Other
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3.1.

Food distribution

We utilized three main methods to distribute emergency supplies and funds for food: food
pantry pick-up, food delivery, and store gift cards. DSNI, La Colaborativa, GreenRoots, and
VietAID all established food pantries with weekly, or more frequent, operations that welcomed
those in need to several locations in Chelsea and two in Dorchester. These partners estimate
that they supported up to 12,100 families every week at the height of the pandemic, deploying
hundreds of thousands of boxes of food. Another approach to emergency food distribution
involved delivering food to people’s homes. This was particularly helpful for people who were
isolating if they or a family member were infected with COVID, had limited mobility, or were
otherwise unable to travel to another location to pick-up groceries every week. NEU4J
partnered with VietAID in Boston’s Fields Corner to deliver food boxes in the surrounding
neighborhood as well as Mattapan and Codman Square. NUBE reports that they supported
over 1,500 families with emergency food distribution through a delivery driver system in East
Boston, Chelsea, and Revere. Many of those households received deliveries 15-20 times,
culminating in approximately 30,000 grocery deliveries since March 2020. VietAID prioritized
food delivery for seniors in the community who were isolated at home by partnering with a
local restaurant to deliver hot meals two times a week. A third approach to emergency
distribution of food and associated funds is grocery store gift cards. The Welcome Project,
VietAID, and NEU4J partnered with local grocery stores in their service area to provide gift
cards to families for supplementing their groceries as needed.

3.2.

Accessing Government Assistance

We dramatically shifted our approach in response to growing unemployment, housing
insecurity, and food insecurity that resulted from the COVID-19 pandemic. We assisted
thousands of people in accessing government assistance, particularly three programs: Rental
Assistance for Families in Transition (RAFT) for tenants of rental housing, Unemployment
Insurance (UI) and Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) for workers who were
underemployed or unemployed due to the pandemic, and the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP) for poor and low-income households to pay for groceries. For
example, CPA staff have assisted over 500 unemployed workers with their PUA and UI issues
by opening claims, resetting passwords, filling out appeals, and identity verification. In
addition, CPA supported 22 families with the RAFT or Boston Rental Relief Fund applications
and referred another 30 families to a partner organization that could help with RAFT
applications as well. Some of our constituents were hesitant to submit applications for
government assistance due to their immigration status and the uncertainty around a federal
rule related to “public charges” and use of government assistance. At the beginning of the
pandemic, this rule was still in place. However, Executive Order 14012 and subsequent court
decisions support our members in accessing the government benefits that they require
(https://www.uscis.gov/green-card/green-card-processes-and-procedures/publiccharge/public-charge-resources).
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3.3.

Language justice

The accessibility of information in multiple languages was and continues to be a critical
component of our response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Many of the resources and social
services that are available to support residents impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic are
provided in English only or, if provided in other languages, do not have adequate interpreters
available. We provided simultaneous interpretation (in real time) as well as translation support.
The Welcome Project continues to offer English as a Second Language (ESOL) classes remotely
and trains youth in the community to provide necessary interpretation services through the
Liaison Interpreter Program of Somerville (LIPS) program. VietAID stepped in at the start of the
pandemic when the forms to access state-funded assistance programs had not yet been
translated to Vietnamese. Now that state-funded assistance programs offer translated
application forms, VietAID provides interpretation assistance throughout the eligibility
screening process. CPA played a critical language access role by offering Cantonese and
Mandarin simultaneous interpretation at events for vaccine town hall meetings, a worker town
hall in May 2020, and unemployment benefits, as well as translating tenant association election
materials and community members’ mail during drop-in service hours.
We prioritize language justice in everything that we do. All outreach, activities, and information
are translated or interpreted for the languages spoken in our member populations. DSNI
provides interpretation and translation support for residents, as well as translation for vaccine
education and outreach. GreenRoots has increased their organizational capacity to provide all
critical information and resources in eight major languages spoken in Chelsea. Some of us
offered our programs and services to mostly Spanish-speaking members prior to the pandemic.
La Colaborativa and NUBE continued to provide all activities and outreach materials in Spanish
as well as English.
Case: Welcome Project provides language access
As an immigrant serving organization, language access has always been a priority for the
Welcome Project. It developed the LIPS program (Liaison Interpreter Program of
Somerville) to train bilingual youth as interpreters for public meetings. When the
pandemic shut down public meetings (and before Zoom offered simultaneous
translation), the Welcome Project shifted its resources from LIPS towards providing
translation services for government and the newly emerging mutual aid networks. They
helped city governments get information out to the community in multiple languages.
They extended this work to five neighboring cities. They provided translation services
with mutual aid networks in exchange for aid for their constituents.

3.4.

Health and wellbeing

One of the first things that we did when someone was referred to us or sought out our services
was to assess their needs. This usually took place through a phone call to survey their urgent
needs, awareness of available resources, and interest in our offerings. These phone calls paved
the path for people to be involved in our peer support groups. We formed committees,
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“pods”, and “circles” for people who had lost family members, felt isolated, or needed help
accessing critical resources and information. We knew that many people were exhausted and
depleted by the impacts of the pandemic, so we ensured that music and dancing were
available if we hosted events. Gathering as a tool for collective well-being and health
promotion should not be underestimated. For example, CPA engaged over 625 elderly
residents in 12 walks so that they could feel safe walking outside and discuss the upcoming
elections of the time. After the shooting of Asian women in Atlanta, together with APIs CAN!
(Asian Pacific Islanders Civic Action Network), they held a townhall on anti-Asian structural
racism with over 3,000 people in attendance. While the COVID-19 pandemic required many of
us to physically distance, we made sure to prioritize the health and wellbeing of our
communities.

3.5.

Covid-19 testing and vaccines

Our communities were some of the most impacted by the coronavirus, and thus, we committed
significant resources to advocate for improved access to testing sites and vaccine distribution.
Most of us offered COVID-19 testing at our emergency food distribution sites. We assisted
many community members in accessing vaccine appointments. CPA helped over 250 people
receive a vaccine at the Reggie Lewis Center and Tufts Medical Center, and La Colaborativa
hosted Chelsea’s first community-based vaccination site in partnership with the East Boston
Community Health Center. GreenRoots hired a team of vaccine ambassadors to conduct
outreach to and assist people in accessing vaccines. There was considerable hesitancy in our
communities around receiving the COVID-19 vaccine when it was first distributed. We went
directly to our members to discuss their questions and concerns through a variety of methods:
Welcome Project ESOL classes; La Colaborativa health ambassador bilingual outreach; and
CPA vaccine town halls in Mandarin and Cantonese.
Case: La Colaborativa counters false information and increasing access to vaccines
La Colaborativa played a lead role in promoting the health response to COVID in Chelsea,
which has achieved some of the highest rates of vaccination amongst other cities in the US
with similar demographics. The organization hired 10 promotores de la salud (health
promoters) to do outreach and education on COVID-19 and encourage residents to get
tested and then vaccinated. They reached people on the street, door-to-door, and at
mobile testing centers and engaged in Spanish and English. To help counter the false
information that was spreading on social media, particularly amongst Spanish-speaking
populations, they started to make their own videos to post on TikTok and Facebook.

3.6.

Business and worker assistance

Our most significant shared program for worker assistance was hiring individuals from our
communities to assist with food distribution. CPA, DSNI, GreenRoots, and La Colaborativa all
hired workers who were unemployed due to the pandemic for assistance with emergency food
distribution and public health outreach. We also applied our organizing and advocacy skills to
assist businesses and workers who were deeply impacted by the pandemic. The Welcome
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Project established the Somerville Worker Center in 2020, hosting workers rights education
workshops on paid sick leave, personal protective equipment (PPE) access, and unemployment
insurance. Many of the people in our communities were unemployed because their industry
was impacted by the pandemic. Service industry and construction workers represent a large
portion of our membership, most of which was significantly reduced or stopped during the
initial months of the pandemic. Through their food distribution work, VietAID built a database
of over 1,000 people, 80 percent of whom were nail salon workers who were unable to access
unemployment benefits until May 2020 as contract employees. Both VietAID and La
Colaborativa offered job coaching and re-training.
Government assistance for struggling businesses was available, but the application process was
difficult to navigate for people who either do not speak English or for whom English is their
second language. CPA hosted five educational town halls on the federal Paycheck Protection
Program (PPP) loans in Cantonese and Mandarin. CPA also provided over 200 households in
Chinatown with vouchers to local restaurants and bakeries support those businesses and
address food insecurity. We also provided direct cash assistance to businesses struggling from
the impacts of the pandemic but unable to access other forms of aid. DSNI established a small
business relief fund, distributing $10,000 in funds to businesses in the community. Finally, we
supported resident entrepreneurs who began cooking and selling food from their homes to
support their families during the period of government mandated stay-at-home orders.

3.7.

Technology support

The physical distancing and isolation requirements of the pandemic required many of our
residents to acquire and learn new technology and software tools. We led several workshops
and hands-on trainings on how to download and operate the video conferencing platform,
Zoom, and how to use the simultaneous interpretation feature. Organizers with Welcome
Project, CPA, and GreenRoots provided one-on-one support to ensure that participants could
engage fully in virtual meetings. VietAID, NEU4J, and Welcome Project received donations of
laptops, tablets, and hotspot devices for internet access to distribute to community members.
Our technology support was tailored to the populations that we work with. VietAID chose not
to distribute tablets to seniors in the community and instead prioritized wellness phone calls.
We also shared access to our technology tools with community members. NUBE shared their
Zoom account with unlimited access to community members by creating a meeting on their
behalf. In addition, NUBE created a Community Chat on WhatsApp for community members to
share resources and information, as well as sell goods, ask for assistance, and communicate
with each other.

3.8.

Mutual aid and financial relief funds

We distributed millions of dollars of emergency funds to members of our communities. These
funds were used for food, utilities, and rent, as well as other essentials. Welcome Project
established an immigrant relief fund that supported 1,200 people in one year. NUBE is one of
the founding organizations of Mutual Aid Eastie and distributed approximately $200-$500 per
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household to over 300 households. CPA established the Asian Community Emergency Relief
Fund with other community-based organizations and raised more than half million dollars to
provide financial relief to over 1500 households in 2020 (roughly $300 per household) and 300
households in 2021 (roughly $544 per household with a range of $300-$1200 per household).
DSNI provided $25,000 to local artists and over $300,000 in gift cards to residents. GreenRoots
and La Colaborativa co-founded the One Chelsea Fund and distributed a combined $1.4
million to impacted Chelsea residents.
Case: Neighbors United for a Better East Boston builds a mutual aid network
NUBE had already been experimenting with more decentralized ways of organizing
neighbors in East Boston prior to the pandemic. When COVID hit, they started to
mobilize their base, asking people to step up to be block captains to get in touch with
their neighbors. With several other community groups, they started Mutual Aid Eastie, as
way to connect people to help one another, with those having abundance sharing with
those in need. Food distribution became a main activity. Mutual Aid Eastie grew to deliver
5000 meals per week. There were also efforts to ensure reciprocity as part of the process.
Everyone receiving aid was required to do an orientation around the values of the work
and sign up with a WhatsApp mutual aid chat list, to help match offers and needs.

3.9.

Material aid

In addition to food, we distributed thousands of pieces of material aid. This includes personal
protective equipment (PPE), such as hand sanitizer, cleaning supplies, and rapid at-home
COVID-19 testing kits to residents throughout our communities. La Colaborativa used their
food pantry to distribute PPE as well as diapers, toys, winter coats, and furniture. CPA and
DSNI distributed PPE during community events. NUBE has been distributing PPE as well as
books for adults and children at their community events.

3.10. Other
Our organizing and community engagement work continued amidst the other emergency
response efforts. We organized around seven key issues: housing, employment, immigrants’
rights, environmental justice, the 2020 Census, healthcare, and ESOL classes. Many of us
advocated for a rental eviction moratorium that was won in 2020 and extended through 2021.
In addition, we advocated for stronger tenant protections and more affordable housing
development through the Inclusionary Development Policy in Boston. CPA advocated for an
increase in unemployment insurance, and La Colaborativa continued their youth employment
program, engaging over 200 youth annually. NUBE partnered with MassUndocuFund to deliver
food to more than 300 families and direct relief to 50 undocumented families. The Welcome
Project and La Colaborativa hosted citizenship classes, immigrants’ rights workshops, and
virtual ESOL classes. Many of us mobilized and organized our community for the 2020 Census
to ensure that we were counted and adequately represented in government. The Welcome
Project partnered with Cambridge Health Alliance (regional health provider) to connect
uninsured residents with medical care and COVID-19 education.
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Photo 5: GreenRoots supports Black Lives

4. The Impacts
The pandemic posed challenges and opportunities at three levels. Our organizational
capacities and staff were stretched to their limits responding to needs, but we also developed
new infrastructure for virtual work and in some cases grew dramatically with an influx of
resources. We all saw unprecedented collaboration among existing partners and new ones,
particularly government and larger service agencies. Finally, we had to adapt and innovate our
community engagement and organizing methods, with new remote approaches and
integration of service provision and wellness checks with organizing.

4.1.

Our Organizations

As detailed above, pandemic response profoundly challenged our organizational systems and
people. The rapid pivot to respond posed both opportunities and challenges.
While the pandemic shut down many in-person operations for non-front-line sectors, our CBOs
had to navigate both remaining in-person and going remote. The direct services provided by
our groups, such as food distribution, required staff to interact in-person with residents. As a
DSNI staffer noted, “I have been in the office all this time. Our doors really never closed,
people know how to reach us via email and phone, gave out cell phone numbers. People
understood that if people needed us, we are here.” La Colaborativa felt that in-person
interactions were important for being more creative and being able to listen more effectively to
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community. Some Colaborativa staff felt safer about being in person after having COVID
themselves and even more so after being vaccinated.
At the same time, our groups also shifted to some or a lot of remote work. Many had to
address the digital divide and barriers to remote work for staff and members. A NEU4J leader
said it “took us about 2 weeks to think on our feet about the system that we needed and
tools.” They ended up obtaining 30 tablets for board, core leaders, and staff, desktops for all
staff, desks and chairs, and gift cards for those using own internet and phones.
One of the opportunities for CBOs was new funding and growth that came in to support
emergency response. One of NEU4J’s funders created more flexibility by allowing them to just
fill out a Google form; according to a NEU4J leader, “we have proven we can move this work
without a ten-page grant.” Welcome Project had a funder that allowed them to shift funding
for one program that had to be put on hold towards translation services for other community
organizations and new mutual aid groups. Many of our groups also hired community residents
to help implement these new programs, particularly direct services. Oftentimes, these were
residents who had received these services. La Colaborativa grew from ~15 staff to 60+, with
most of the new staff part-time and/or temporary. For example, the food pantry staff of 10
were people who were previously served by the pantry. Many brought skills from previous
experience working in the service industry. La Colaborativa found another value of hiring local
residents was that it gave them more information on what people were experiencing and
talking about. One La Colaborativa staff person said, “they are always telling us what’s going
on,” such as learning about the false information being spread about vaccines on social media.

Figure 3 Reported Budget of Organizations in 2020 and 2021
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Figure 4 Staff by Organization in 2020 and 2021

The charts above show the changes in staff and budget at six of the eight community
organizations between 2020 and 2021. On average, the number of staff at our organizations
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increased 34% and our budgets increased 75%. However, there are specific outliers among us;
La Colaborativa and GreenRoots experienced significant growth in both staff and budget to
adequately address the heightened impacts of concentrated COVID infections in Chelsea. In
contrast, NUBE and CPA developed and implemented their rapid response programming with
declining resources (NUBE) and staff vacancies (CPA). Our organizations changed in several
other ways. GreenRoots was able to hire residents to support translation in languages that they
previously did not have on staff. Through their Health Equity Corps, Vaccine Ambassadors, and
stipended translators, they now have capacity in Amharic, Arabic, Portuguese, and Vietnamese.
DSNI, through its weekly food pantry, began to serve residents beyond their neighborhood, as
word-of-mouth spread about their services. New internal systems and ways of working were
also established. For example, Welcome Project felt that their staff became more collaborative,
as decisions needed to be pushed to frontline staff who were making referrals. They also
implemented a new constituent database during COVID. For NUBE, the things they were
piloting to decentralize their organizational structure and staff in prior years were sprung into
action in the pandemic.
This rapid pivot and growth posed a variety of organizational challenges. For La Colaborativa,
there was some “systemic chaos because we have expanded so quickly.” GreenRoots was
challenged by “staying intersectional but not losing focus.” They wanted to address resident
needs, but “we can’t do it all.” They wanted to stay focused on their environmental justice
mission without then also taking on other areas, such as education policy.
Perhaps the most daunting challenge is that staff are exhausted both physically and
emotionally. There has been some burnout and turnover of staff. People are simply tired, and
some are also traumatized. Organizations have tried to support their staff by giving them more
opportunity to take time off and not being a “stickler on hours” according to a GreenRoots
leader. At NEU4J, they are “giving each other space when needed to take breaks … Being
okay with letting go is a big lesson.”
More than two years after the pandemic began, we are grappling with what new work to
sustain and what to transition from. We stepped up to meet the moment, making up for a lack
of organizational systems and some of the skills, with the commitment, care, and creativity of
our staff and volunteers. A VietAID leader noted that though “there was a flood of COVID-19
funding in 2020, the majority of us are still doing COVID-19 work, but the funding has dried
up.” A CPA leader estimated that they would “have to increase staff by 3-fold” to sustain
everything they started during the pandemic. They were able to do a lot during the pandemic
“because of dedication of staff and volunteers and activists, some of whom we’ve helped over
the years.”
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Case: VietAID hosts community collaborations
VietAID had built its community center in 2001 to serve the Vietnamese population that
had settled in Dorchester. When the pandemic began, their physical building became an
important hub hosting various aid initiatives involving a wide range of collaborators.
While the center had well established youth and elder programs, it had never been used
for food distribution. VietAID worked with several groups initially to use their space to
put together food boxes to deliver to residents in need. They then partnered with the
YMCA and Boston Public Schools to become a food pantry site. They pulled resources
together to include fresh vegetables grown by Caribbean, African, and Asian immigrant
farmers. They brought in hot meals from a local restaurant to deliver to seniors twice a
week. They bought rescued food to supplement the grocery bags that they offered on site
every Wednesday. In the early months of the pandemic, VietAID and 8 other groups
across Boston used VietAID’s center to assemble more than 2000 wellness kits for families
with COVID-positive members across the City.

4.2.

Collaborations and Partnerships

While our organizations all stretched and expanded programs, we could not meet the needs of
our communities on our own. Partnerships and collaborations have been critical to providing an
ecosystem of support. All of us experienced a deepening of collaborations with pre-existing
partners, as well as working with government and other larger organizations and setting aside
past differences or conflicts.
For example, DSNI deepened its relationship with the Food Project, a long-time partner, to get
fresh produce for its food aid, but also began working for the first time with YMCA. Even
though these partners had differences, there was a great sense of community. “We united and
put our opinions to the side,” according to a DSNI staff. NUBE pulled together with many of its
existing partners to form the Mutual Aid Eastie network. Partnering on food aid often involved
both existing partners and new ones. For example, VietAID started its food delivery program
with NEU4J, Asian American Resource Workshop, and Dorchester Not for Sale. Whereas these
partners did the outreach and delivery, VietAID provided the physical space in their community
center. VietAID also became part of a new Crossroads coalition, which included larger service
agencies such as the Dorchester House Health Center and Boys and Girls Club.
How we are perceived by funders, local government, and larger service providers has also
been shifting in the pandemic. We are now better recognized as critical bridges between their
resources and those most in need. For example, Welcome Project helped ABCD (a much larger
social service agency) figure out how to get funds out to small businesses before they had to
return that aid to the government. Welcome Project also offered its translation services to local
governments in the five cities they work in. According to a Welcome Project leader, “we joined
networks we were never a part of, like a statewide coalition of workers centers and Domestic
Workers Alliance. … We started our own equitable COVID coalition.” They exchanged services
with mutual aid groups. “We would say we have someone who needs food, and they said they
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needed a document translated.” CPA says that the City reached out to them for help with
getting resources out to people in need through the Boston Resiliency Fund.
CPA, because of its support for workers, has sometimes had conflicts with small businesses, yet
collaborated with Small Business Administration and Local Initiatives Support Corporation to
provide workshops for small businesses to apply for federal aid. Similarly, Welcome Project
reported more collaboration with groups “we sometimes butted heads with,” such as the
business sector.
Case: Chinese Progressive Association gets workers back to work
The City of Boston reached out to CPA to help them figure out how to collaborate around
using the Boston Resiliency Fund to support residents who had been laid off to work in
the City’s food distribution program. CPA worked with several other CBOs and essentially
served as a kind of temporary hiring agency, hiring 80 people. They hired four
coordinators who could speak the four main languages of these workers to orient them
and support their transportation needs. These workers helped pack and distribute food
through the YMCA and schools. CPA had to rapidly figure out how to handle the
complexities involved in using City funding and handling payroll for these workers.
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Photo 6: Chinese Progressive Association’s Voter Engagement

4.3.

Civic Engagement and Organizing Strategies

The in-person engagement and organizing that was at the center of our work was dramatically
altered by the pandemic. Though some of us never completely shut down in-person activities,
we all did more through remote technologies. All of us had to address the reality of the digital
divide affecting our communities. A VietAID leader noted that their “youth program was the
easiest to go remote because they are digital natives.” However, many residents lacked the
technology and know-how to participate remotely. Just as NEU4J obtained laptops and tablets
for its leaders and staff, Welcome Project “secured laptops with internet services to give to
people since a lot of our constituents were just using their phones.” Many of their volunteers
are retired and needed help to learn to use platforms like Zoom. Similarly, a GreenRoots leader
described where “for one meeting, I went to one woman’s house and showed her how to turn
on the interpretation on her phone and then went home to do the meeting.”
Groups also increased their use of social media and other digital communications to reach and
engage residents. For example, La Colaborativa used TikTok to counter false information about
vaccines that was being spread via social media. CPA also did more digital dissemination of
information, but found that it was “very one way. It was very difficult to get feedback and
reactions. It was difficult to brainstorm together. It was heavily reliant on staff and volunteers
who already have the skills.”
Despite the challenges with engagement, our groups mobilized existing connections as well as
tried to reach even more people, particularly the most vulnerable. A GreenRoots leader says
that “our community engagement shifted to making sure that those residents who were most
disconnected could get connected. We speak Spanish, but there are 30 languages spoken in
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Chelsea. We knew there were people who weren’t being reached.” NUBE “split up all of our
neighbors by streets. We asked them to call their neighbors and see if they are interested in
signing up for WhatsApp.” They had 300 people active on WhatsApp. NEU4J relied on the
Massachusetts Voter Table’s Voter Activation Network (VAN) database as their “lifeline to be
able to stay in touch with folks” and do phone banks and mass texting.
As a result of this focused engagement and providing direct services, groups ended up serving
and engaging many new people who they had not previously reached. VietAID now has a
database of over 1000 individuals, 80 percent of whom are nail salon workers. However,
VietAID was careful to not collect any individual information through food distribution, because
“we didn’t want people to think we are Big Brother. Regardless of immigration status, we
wanted people to feel safe.” CPA found that “people came to us for help and gave us all their
information [for aid applications]... They’d text this all to us.” They now have all these new
contacts, but not enough staff to follow up. Our groups acknowledged that they still had
limited success in reaching everyone. A DSNI staff acknowledged that “even though we did
the best we can to supply the need in community, we didn’t reach everyone.” La Colaborativa
noted that they want to connect more effectively with the Black community in Chelsea.
This focus on reaching people not already connected and providing direct services (or referrals)
also created new opportunities and challenges for community organizing. Many of our groups
are clear that they are not primarily service organizations and that they are about building the
leadership and power of residents themselves to mobilize, advocate, and change the
conditions affecting their neighborhoods. Even groups that have not done as much organizing
to this point are seeing the potential for organizing those who are using their services. For
example, Welcome Project is now “asking the question, what can we do to impact the lives of
our population? ESL is not just about English classes for us.” They want to hire an organizer but
are challenged with finding funders who will support that. VietAID found that helping nail salon
workers apply for unemployment was also a potential opportunity for organizing these workers.
For CPA, which sees its work predominantly as organizing, they were still learning new things
about their community. For example, they did not know that there was such a large number of
Chinese Uber and Lyft drivers until these drivers called them for help.
Organizers had to shift their time from developing leadership and supporting resident
engagement to providing services and referrals and advocating on behalf of residents. CPA
found that instead of involving residents and members in developing and implementing action
plans, staff ended up doing more advocacy and speaking on behalf of residents who they were
hearing from. They found that their organizing during the pandemic was all “one-offs”, where
there was a specific problem that was bringing people together. A CPA leader said there were
“a lot of Chinese people calling us for help, but who don’t necessarily support our causes. That
was a moment of teaching for them, but we didn’t seize the opportunity. There is some
opening to reach those folks who got helped who now know that we aren’t crazy and
communists, and just fighting and criticizing everything.”
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NEU4J developed a new organizing approach that they call “wellness-to-organizing” where
they engage with people first through services but use those opportunities to do education
and outreach and provide ways for people to become proactively engaged in campaigns. They
also shifted their organizing model away from each neighborhood with its own organizing
program, but rather focused on cross-neighborhood campaign committees. For a NEU4J
leader “it’s not just about getting the service. If they sign up for rental assistance, they hear
about housing justice. If filing for unemployment, they hear about worker’s rights and the
struggles. This is a vehicle to continue our organizing.”
Another approach to addressing this tension between organizing and service is through mutual
aid. NUBE, as part of Mutual Aid Eastie, tried overcoming a “culture of charity” by bringing all
who receive aid into a WhatsApp group where they are not only accessing what they need but
also offering what they have (including their time and labor). One NUBE leader found that to
shift from the culture of “service-ism” “we had to redefine it as reciprocity and being in
relationship with each other. It’s saying I have enough. Our folks say I don’t have anything to
give, yet our people were saying I made tamales and can sell or give it.” NUBE believes that
existing social capital allowed for the mutual aid response and building a new infrastructure to
support it. In contrast, NEU4J does not use the term mutual aid “because it felt crippling” and
instead call their service work “wellness”. Whatever the terminology, the concept is that in
providing for needs, our groups are trying to build more solidarity among people, not just
providing charity.

Case: New England United for Justice innovates a wellness-to-organizing model
Organizing door to door has always been the mainstay of New England United for Justice.
When the pandemic limited the in-person engagement opportunities, NEU4J began to do
wellness calls to residents. In the first year of the pandemic, they made calls to 85,000
people, holding more than 5000 conversations. They were careful to not act as a social
service agency, but they did help connect people to services and helped them apply to
public aid programs for housing and food. They developed a new model of engagement
they called wellness-to-organizing. If they helped someone with rental assistance, then
they would also talk with them about housing justice. If they help file for unemployment,
then they also talk about worker’s rights. Through this new model, they are connecting
with many people who they had not previously engaged.
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Photo 7: New England United for Justice elders return to office

5. Conclusion
Together, we have endured and continue to endure a stressful and traumatic time. But we have
proven that our organizations have the nimbleness, flexibility, and creativity to move quickly to
respond to community needs. As one staff member of La Colaborativa noted, “a lot of the
solutions are already in the community.” A GreenRoots leader added, “we are the experts, we
know what we need.” A DSNI staffer said “I am thankful that I had the opportunity to lead and
work with a team. And get creative to help people in different ways. Not just the need, but also
the emotional part. Let people know we are here for you, we are in this together.”
Our groups met the moment, but the moment exposed systemic gaps. As GreenRoots
expressed, “it’s not a good thing that all these small nonprofits were heroic” during the
pandemic. Our organizations should be resourced to be prepared and to fix the systems that
were not ready for the crisis. We advocated for and succeeded in many short-term fixes to
pandemic programs, such as increasing language access and directing resources towards the
hardest hit areas. We now need more sustainable solutions to be prepared for future crises;
and systemic racism and oppression must be dismantled in order to equitably address future
pandemics and disasters.
We conclude by sharing some broader reflections and lessons learned from this project,
followed by recommendations for CBOs, government, funders, and other partners in the field.
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5.1.

Reflections on CBOs and Community Engagement and Organizing in
COVID

Our strong and grounded community connections were an invaluable resource and
strength.
As CBOs who were not just grounded in place but deeply connected in our communities
through engagement and organizing, we found ourselves at the intersection between
resources and those in need during the pandemic. When government, funders, and other large
service providers were trying to get resources out to the most vulnerable, they came to us
because they recognized that we already had relationships and trust amongst certain segments
of our communities. We were flooded by calls from people we already knew, as well as those
who had word-of-mouth referrals. As organizations not just based in communities, but of and
led by them, we immediately pivoted to reach out to check on people and hear what their
needs were. Though we already had deep connections, we accelerated efforts to reach those
who were disconnected and vulnerable. In order to reach the diverse set of populations in our
neighborhoods, we hired community people from those cultures and with language capacities
that we did not already have.

We need to take a grounded, intersectional approach that understands the lived
experiences of our residents.
Being deeply grounded in place also means that our organizations have always taken and must
continue an intersectional approach rooted in the lived experiences of our residents. Though
we are focused at particular times on specific issues, we do not draw thick boundaries around
what we take on. One La Colaborativa staff says that the organization “provides what
community needs. And community decides what it needs.” Many groups started programs
related to food distribution when they had never done that before. GreenRoots found that it
became easier to talk with people about their intersectional approach to environmental justice
and public health after the pandemic, since “so many people got infected and died. We could
make the connection to industrial burdens and the health disparities.” La Colaborativa believes
that this approach reflects feminine thinking, because “women think all the time about how
everything is connected.”

Flexibility and creativity are needed to meet needs as they arise.
Part of being embedded in community and responsive to needs is being flexible and creative
to address these needs as they arise. All the groups shifted to direct aid work, even though
most of them had not done much of it before. These organizations did not balk at taking on
immense challenges. A NEU4J leader says that “one of biggest lessons from last year – we
have to get creative. There is no one way to do this work or one right answer. We have to try
things and then shift again if needed.” GreenRoots notes that it is not just flexibility for
residents, but that they also have to “stay flexible for staff. How do we make sure staff is not
burnt out emotionally, taking time to heal and connecting with their own families?”
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We must keep an ethic of care at the center of our work.
Perhaps one of the biggest takeaways from this action research project is that an ethic of care
(often seen as the work of women) has sustained our organizations, people, and communities.
One staff member of La Colaborativa noted that their concern is not just for physical health of
residents, but also emotional health and that a core part of their work is just to listen to people
and ask them how they are doing. DSNI has heard people say that they have gone to other
places for help and were treated badly, so they have to “do it with love and compassion”. This
ethic of care cannot be taken for granted and should be supported by policy and funding.

We need to shift a service culture towards mutuality, solidarity, and reciprocity.
While the needs were great and the response was heroic, meeting these needs is just the
beginning for many of our groups. Many of our organizations were formed to build power and
local capacity for communities to help ourselves and to transform the systems that are not
working for us. In the pandemic, it became more clear that demanding services from
government and others was not enough. NUBE believes that part of what needs to change is a
culture of “service-ism”. The emergence of many mutual aid initiatives shows that there is
capacity and willingness within communities to help one another. Even people with high needs
can still contribute.

5.2.

Lessons Learned on Community Engagement and Organizing

The lack of language access and justice is a significant barrier that needs to be
addressed systemically.
All of our CBOs are in communities with multiple primary languages used by diverse immigrant
populations. Some of us already have well established language justice practices, such as
simultaneous interpretation and ensuring that all communications are in multiple languages.
For instance, DSNI conducts all large meetings in English, Spanish, Cape Verdean Creole, and
Haitian Creole. According to a GreenRoots
leader, “we have staff who are not fluent in English. Every single staff, board, and community
meeting, we have been doing simultaneous translation.” And they expanded from English and
Spanish to four additional languages during the pandemic. This language capacity is not just
for sake of serving diverse populations, but is also critical to building leadership and capacity
within our CBOs themselves. It is not just about translating words into multiple languages, but
just as importantly about cultural competency. At VietAID, they found that it was “not just
about having a form translated but having an individual who can help navigate the system.”

Services can open up new engagement opportunities, but new models are needed
for connecting services to organizing, such as wellness-to-organizing and mutual
aid.
All of us found that we were meeting new people through the direct services we provided
during the pandemic. Some now have databases with many more contacts than they had
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before. NEU4J is explicitly shifting its organizing model so that there is a direct integration
between its wellness work and organizing. In providing or referring services, they also try to do
education about the issues and encourage people to be involved in various advocacy efforts to
address them. For NUBE, mutual aid is the vehicle for both providing services and activating
people to help provide them. We recognize that there is fertile ground for deeper engagement
and organizing with those we have served, but that there are challenges, such as lack of
organizing capacity. For a CPA leader, “we have to go back and figure out how to do
organizing. Because it’s not same as pre-pandemic. Things have shifted, so we have to shift
with it.”

Though we learned some new ways to engage virtually and reach some more
people, in-person remains indispensable.
Virtual tools have opened up some new avenues for engagement and organizing. Despite the
digital barriers, we have now learned more ways to effectively engage people remotely,
especially those who have barriers to in-person participation. Simultaneous interpretation, for
example, became more feasible to provide over Zoom. Yet, there is no substitute for face to
face. According to a La Colaborativa staff, “you lose a lot on zoom because you only meet
about what you are supposed to meet and lose space for creativity.” GreenRoots “had people
who almost died from COVID who were asking, when are we going to be meeting in person.”
How to meet in-person and do so safely is a continuing challenge as the pandemic evolves, yet
each of these CBOs has found effective ways to do so.

CBOs need continued funding and support to stabilize themselves to the new
normal and be better prepared for uncertain futures.
Our groups are stretched thin and cannot sustain everything that was done in the last two
years. For example, more than a year after the pandemic, VietAID was still holding on to 75%
of what they did at the peak of pandemic assistance. Groups are deciding what to keep and
what to sunset. Unfortunately, many funders are returning to their pre-pandemic norms, so
funding that supported these response activities is drying up. DSNI knows that food is an
ongoing priority for their community, but needs to figure out whether food distribution is what
it should be doing going forward. A NUBE leader says “this is not the first time we will be
seeing this kind of crisis. My hope is that mutual aid will create a space so that our neighbors
can thrive in community.”
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Photo 8: Neighbors United for a Better East Boston in action

5.3.

Recommendations

For CBOs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build infrastructure to track community engagement and services.
Integrate services and organizing through models such as wellness-to-organizing and
mutual aid.
Develop language justice capacity and practices.
Offer more flexibility and self-care support for staff.
Hire more residents and provide them training.
Transform relationships with government and funders that were developed during the
pandemic.
Cultivate the new relationships and coalitions that have emerged towards more effectively
meeting community needs post-pandemic.
Continue to build relationships, engage, and organize residents.

For Government and Funders
•

•
•
•
•
•

Provide longer-term core funding to support organizational development and sustainability
of CBOs. Provide more flexibility for how CBOs use the resources and decrease the barriers
for obtaining support.
View CBOs doing engagement and organizing as critical essential partners.
Listen to and follow lead of communities most impacted.
Acknowledge and support community organizing as a core strategy for improving services
and building overall community resiliency.
Start collecting or disaggregating data on diverse subpopulations of various immigrant
communities.
Integrate language justice and support CBO partners to build this capacity.
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Though some government agencies and funders are returning to pre-pandemic normal, the
crisis is not over. The pandemic has highlighted the pre-existing conditions that made the
impacts so unequal in the first place. We know that acute crises on the scale of the pandemic
will occur again. While “we rose to a challenge we had never seen before,” in the words of one
DSNI staffer, we need to take this opportunity to build and sustain an infrastructure of
community care and support. We do not want to be heroes again. We want to be more ready.
And we want to transform our systems to reduce the inequities that led to vulnerabilities in the
first place. Our organizations and other CBOs can lead the way towards building back better –
we already are.
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Appendices
Organization Profiles and Matrices of Emergency Response Activities
The tables compiled below are the information reported from six of the eight community
partners. The Organization Profile focuses on the composition of the organization (staff size and
budget), the population and geography that the organization serves, their approach to their
work, and their mission. The matrix of emergency response is a more comprehensive and
detailed description of the types of services and programs that each organization provided since
the start of the COVID-19 pandemic. The categories were mutually agreed on in the second
convening in November 2021.
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Chinese Progressive Association (CPA)
Category / Categoria

Description / Descripción

The Organization

Before COVID-19

Current

(Number of Full-time
Staff and Annual
Budget)

12 Full Time Staff and annual
budget of $1.5 million

7 equivalent Full Time Staff (with 5 vacancies) and
annual budget of $1.5 Million

Locations
(e.g. Neighborhoods,
Cities, Towns, etc.)
Our People
(e.g. Race, age, class,
household composition
etc.)
Our Story
(Year Established and
Relevant History)

Our Approach to
Organizing and
Engagement
(Major Program Areas)

Based in Boston’s Chinatown, serving Greater Boston Area

“Our membership is made up predominantly of Chinese immigrants and the Chinese-speaking;
most are workers in low wage industries, working families, or low-income elderly” (Chinese
Progressive Association 2021).
“CPA was founded in 1977 out of a series of community organizing campaigns around issues
such as Chinese parents’ input into the Boston school desegregation process and organizing for
community control over land development in Chinatown” (Chinese Progressive Association
2021).
“CPA fights for full equality of Chinese Americans in the Boston area. Our activities seek to
improve the living and working conditions of Chinese Americans and to involve ordinary
community members in making decisions that affect our lives. CPA has no single issue focus
because we believe that people have many concerns–jobs, education, freedom from
discrimination, a clean and safe living environment. We have seen that once people achieve their
rights in one aspect of their lives, they will be more likely to actively participate in solving other
community problems” (Chinese Progressive Association 2021).
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Matrix of Emergency Response Activities: Chinese Progressive Association (CPA)
Category / Categoria

Description / Descripción

Food distribution /
Distribución de
alimentos

Collaborated with Project Restore Us (PRU) to provide 4 shipments of dry goods and fresh
produce to over 215 families in the Greater Boston (mainly Boston, Quincy, and Malden) area in
January and April of 2021.

Accessing government
assistance / Acceso a
asistencia pública

Assisted over 500 unemployed workers with their Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA) and
Unemployment Insurance (UI) issues by opening claims, resetting passwords, filling out appeals,
and verifying identity. Referred sophisticated unemployment cases to Greater Boston Legal
Services and advocated to State Representative Aaron Michlewitz to help with case holds.
Helped 22 families apply for Rental Assistance for Families in Transition (RAFT) or Boston Rental
Relief Fund (BRRF). Referred over 30 families to other agencies contracted to help with RAFT
applications.

Language justice /
Justicia lingüística

Provided several Cantonese and Mandarin for vaccine town hall meetings. Helped with English
interpretation during Chinatown Resident Association monthly meetings. Held several BPDA
meeting for Chinese speaking residents. Provided Cantonese information session on
unemployment. Held a worker town hall for over 150 Chinese speaking workers in May 2020.
Helped translate tenant association election materials into Chinese. Provided interpretation to
community members while reading mail during drop-in service hours.

Health and wellbeing /
Salud y bienestar

Engaged over 625 elderly residents in 12 elderly walks so elderly residents could safely walk
outside and discuss upcoming elections. After the Atlanta shooting, together with APIsCAN
groups, we held townhall on anti- Asian racism with emphasize on structure racism which over
3,000 people attended.

COVID-19 testing and
vaccines / Pruebas de
COVID-19 y vacunas

Worked with Tufts Medical Center and City of Boston to host and publicize vaccine clinics in
Chinatown and host vaccine town halls in Cantonese and Mandarin. Helped over 250 individuals
get vaccinated at Reggie Lewis and Tufts Medical Center through direct referral.
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Business and worker
assistance / Ayuda a
empresas y trabajadores

Hired temporary workers for City of Boston food distribution at the start of the pandemic. Held 56 Cantonese and Mandarin session on PPP loan.

Technology support /
Apoyo técnico

Taught over 30 home care workers to join and completed their union contract negotiation. We
also taught over 20 elderly residents how to download and use Zoom so they could participate in
virtual community meetings.

Mutual aid and Financial
Relief Funds / Apoyo
mutuo y fondos de
ayuda financiera

Established Asian Community Emergency Relief Fund with other community-based organizations
raised more than half million dollars to provide financial relief to over 1500 households in 2020
(roughly $300 per household) and 300 households in 2021 (roughly $544 per household with a
range of $300-$1200 per household). One of CPA’s part-time staff helped with Mandarin intake
as well. Provided over 200 households in Chinatown with restaurant and bakery vouchers to help
with food insecurity.

Material Aid / Ayuda
material

Distributed personal protective equipment (PPE) like face coverings and hand sanitizer to 8,000
residents at the start of the pandemic. Continued to distribute masks and hand sanitizer during
elderly walks in the summer and fall. Distributed 200 at-home tests to residents.

Other / Otro

Advocated for increase in unemployment insurance fund; organized around increasing
Inclusionary Development Policy to increase the number of affordable units in new
developments; organized for stronger tenant protect, funding for affordable housing acquisition
fund.
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Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI)
Category / Categoria

Description / Descripción

The Organization

Before COVID-19

Current

(Number of Full-time
Staff and Annual
Budget)

8 Full Time Staff and annual budget of $1,251,051

8 full-time staff and annual budget of
$958,467

Locations
(e.g. Neighborhoods,
Cities, Towns, etc.)

Our People
(e.g. Race, age, class,
household composition
etc.)

Our Story
(Year Established and
Relevant History)

Located in Roxbury and serving the neighborhoods of North Roxbury and Dorchester

DSNI’s primary population includes residents living in the Boston neighborhoods of Roxbury and
North Dorchester. This diverse, low-income and working-class community is 58% Black or African
American (20% Cape Verdean), 26% Latino and 14% White. With a robust immigrant population,
more than 40% of households speak a primary language other than English. The population is
also very young- 18% are ages 14-24 and 39% of households have children younger than
18. More than 50% of households earn less than $25,000 annually and families struggle with high
unemployment (18%). Thirty four percent are living under the poverty level, compared to 23% of
households citywide and 62% are cost burdened spending at least 30% of their income on rent.
“DSNI was formed in 1986 by Dudley residents seeking to reclaim a neighborhood that had been
ravaged by disinvestment, arson fires and dumping. When many had given up, DSNI organized
neighbors to create a comprehensive plan and a shared vision for a new, vibrant urban village. To
secure development without displacement, DSNI gained eminent domain authority, purchased
vacant land, and protected affordability. This process led to family stability and the creation of a
community land trust” (DSNI 2021).
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Our Approach to
Organizing and
Engagement

“DSNI’s mission is to empower Dudley Street Neighborhood residents to organize, plan for, and
create the neighborhood they deserve, along with community partners” (DSNI 2021). This
mission is realized through four key program areas: development without displacement, youth
voice, neighborhood development and resident empowerment.

(Major Program Areas)

Matrix of Emergency Response Activities: Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI)
Category / Categoria

Description / Descripción

Food distribution /
Distribución de
alimentos

Supported at least 500 families a week with food at the Dudley Food Hub for over a total of
533,650 pounds of food.

Accessing government
assistance / Acceso a
asistencia pública

Referred families to partner organizations for housing and government assistance.

Language justice /
Justicia lingüística

Provided interpretation and translation support for residents and translation for vaccine
education and outreach.

Health and wellbeing /
Salud y bienestar

Phone calls to assess the needs of residents throughout the pandemic.

COVID-19 testing and
vaccines / Pruebas de
COVID-19 y vacunas

Hosted a COVID-19 testing site in partnership with a local community health organization.

Business and worker
assistance / Ayuda a
empresas y trabajadores

Provided a small business relief fund, distributing $10,000 in funds to businesses in our
community. Hired individuals, including youth, to assist with food distribution.
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Technology support /
Apoyo técnico
Mutual aid and Financial
Relief Funds / Apoyo
mutuo y fondos de
ayuda financiera

Provided $25,000 to local artists and over $300,000 in gift cards to residents.

Material Aid / Ayuda
material

Distributed personal protective equipment (PPE) like face coverings, as well as hand sanitizer
and disinfectant wipes weekly with the food distribution and at community events, such as the
local farmers markets.

Other / Otro

Created partnerships around affordable housing and increasing employment in our community.
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GreenRoots
Category / Categoria
The Organization
(Number of Full-time
Staff and Annual Budget)

Description / Descripción

Before COVID-19

Current

8 Full Time Staff; 8 part-time staff and annual
budget of $1.3 million

16 Full Time staff and 11 part-time staff
including 5 vaccine ambassadors, an
annual budget of $2.4M

Locations
(e.g. Neighborhoods,
Cities, Towns, etc.)

Based in Chelsea, serving surrounding communities in Chelsea and East Boston

Our People

Majority of residents are Latinx, Black, Asian, and/or Multi-racial

(e.g. Race, age, class,
household composition
etc.)

Working class, low-income

Our Story
(Year Established and
Relevant History)

Our Approach to
Organizing and
Engagement
(Major Program Areas)

Almost half of Chelsea residents are foreign-born
“GreenRoots is a resident-led, grassroots, community-based organization working to achieve
environmental justice and greater quality of life through collective action, unity, education and
youth leadership across neighborhoods and communities. Originally established as a members’
committee in 1994, GreenRoots became an independent organization in 2016 to more
powerfully address environmental injustice, public health assaults and systems of oppression
that have negatively impacted Chelsea and East Boston for decades. We do so through deep
community engagement and empowerment, youth leadership and implementation of innovative
projects and campaigns” (GreenRoots 2021).
GreenRoots specializes in community organizing and base-building by developing relationships
with folks most impacted by environmental injustice. The main program areas of the
organization are: food justice; anti-displacement; transit justice; access to Chelsea Creek and
waterfront; energy justice; air quality; youth organizing; and health equity.
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Matrix of Emergency Response Activities: GreenRoots
Category / Categoria

Description / Descripción

Food distribution /
Distribución de
alimentos

Supported at least 600 families for several months by helping to establish and support city’s
emergency food distribution center, which provided over 300,000 boxes of food to food
insecure families.

Accessing government
assistance / Acceso a
asistencia pública

Assisted members in closing the SNAP gap, accessing rental assistance and more.

Language justice /
Justicia lingüística

Provided interpretation and translation for critical information and resources into 8 of the
languages spoken in Chelsea

Health and wellbeing /
Salud y bienestar

Established neighborhood wellness pods which connected neighbors to resources, information
and support

COVID-19 testing and
vaccines / Pruebas de
COVID-19 y vacunas

Lobbied the state for additional testing and vaccine access. As a result, free testing continues to
be available in Chelsea, almost two years later; and vaccines quickly became available to
Chelsea. GreenRoots hired a team of vaccine ambassadors to conduct outreach to and assist
people in accessing vaccines.

Business and worker
assistance / Ayuda a
empresas y trabajadores

One of the working groups of the Chelsea Pandemic Response Team, started by GreenRoots,
focused on supporting and assisting workers and small businesses.

Technology support /
Apoyo técnico

Share information broadly on multiple social media platforms as well as local cable and
mainstream media.
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Mutual aid and Financial
Relief Funds / Apoyo
mutuo y fondos de
ayuda financiera

Established immigrant relief fund; co-founded One Chelsea Fund, raising and distributing $1.4M
to impacted residents; and established mutual aid in East Boston

Material Aid / Ayuda
material

Distributed thousands of wellness kits which may have included personal protective equipment
(PPE) like face coverings, hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, thermometers, batteries and rapid
testing kits

Other / Otro

Organizing, affordable housing advocacy, rental eviction moratoria; helped establish Chelsea
Eats, etc.
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La Colaborativa
Category / Categoria

Description / Descripción

The Organization

Before COVID-19

Current

(Number of Full-time
Staff and Annual Budget)

12 Full Time Staff and annual budget of $1.3
million

23 Full Time staff and annual budget of
$4.5 million

Locations
(e.g. Neighborhoods,
Cities, Towns, etc.)

Physical location in Chelsea, serving residents of Chelsea, East Boston, Everett, Revere, Malden
and Lynn

Our People
(e.g. Race, age, class,
household composition
etc.)

Our Story
(Year Established and
Relevant History)

Low-income youth and families, immigrants, Latinx and BIPOC communities, non-English
speakers

La Colaborativa empowers Latinx immigrants to enhance the social and economic health of the
community and its people; and to hold institutional decision-makers accountable to the
community. Headquartered in the Gateway City of Chelsea, La Colaborativa has supported and
empowered the Latinx community since 1988. Formerly known as “Chelsea Collaborative”, the
organization branched off and renamed, directing it’s programming and focus to address the
needs of some of the most marginalized populations in the state (La Colaborativa 2021). We work
in partnership with Latinx immigrants to design and deliver an array of programs, initiatives, and
community organizing campaigns that serve, protect, celebrate, and uplift our people. We focus
on food and housing security, economic advancement, cultural celebration, and immigrant
leadership that drives policy and systems changes that benefit our communities over the longterm.
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Our Approach to
Organizing and
Engagement
(Major Program Areas)

La Colaborativa employs a three-pronged approach to their hybrid advocacy-service model. The
people who come to Colaborativa for housing, food, job, and health assistance are also invited
to advocate in issue campaign organizing for worker’s rights, housing justice, and worker’s
rights. Three organizational goals – survival, stability, and empowerment – are implemented
through a coordinated network of programming and services in nine focus areas: Food, Jobs,
Housing, Health, Youth, Citizenship, English, Consumer Protection, and Organizing.

Matrix of Emergency Response Activities: La Colaborativa
Category / Categoria

Description / Descripción

Food distribution /
Distribución de
alimentos

Opened a food pantry in March 2020 and have been distributing food boxes in Chelsea and
surrounding communities since then, serving 5,000-11,000 families/week. Advocated at local
and state levels for increased food resources for hard-hit, underserved communities.

Accessing government
assistance / Acceso a
asistencia pública

Assisted members in accessing unemployment, RAFT, and SNAP benefits

Language justice /
Justicia lingüística

All outreach, activities and events are linguistically accessible to our Latinx, Spanish-speaking
members

Health and wellbeing /
Salud y bienestar

Bilingual community outreach and education on COVID prevention, public health guidelines,
testing and vaccination. Provided yoga classes, peace circles, mental health support groups and
referrals to external health services.

COVID-19 testing and
vaccines / Pruebas de
COVID-19 y vacunas

Hosted Chelsea’s first community-based vaccination site with EBNHC. Hosted pop-up
testing/vaccination sites at our food pantry with MGB. Mobilized at local and state levels for
increased access to vaccines and testing in hard-hit, underserved communities.

Business and worker
assistance / Ayuda a
empresas y trabajadores

Hired community members to staff food pantry and health outreach initiatives. Launched rapidreemployment initiative to provide job readiness training, job coaching and placement support,
ESOL, computer classes, and connections to employers for COVID-impacted workers seeking
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new employment opportunities. Led workers’ know-your-rights trainings in person and virtually.
Supported workers to pursue wage theft cases with employers.
Technology support /
Apoyo técnico

Delivered computer literacy courses online. Developed a laptop and hotspot lending program
to connect residents to technology for educational and employment use.

Mutual aid and Financial
Relief Funds / Apoyo
mutuo y fondos de
ayuda financiera

Established the One Chelsea Fund to make direct cash payments to community members.
Distributed approximately $2 million to La Colaborativa members to pay rent, utilities, medical
bills, etc. since the start of the pandemic.

Material Aid / Ayuda
material

Distributed food, diapers, PPE, clothing, cleaning supplies, holiday toys, winter coats, and
furniture through our food pantry.

Other / Otro

Youth employment program (200+ youth engaged annually), housing case management and
advocacy, citizenship classes, immigration services, ESOL, consumer protection programs.
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Neighbors United for a Better East Boston (NUBE)
Category / Categoria

Description / Descripción

The Organization

Before COVID-19

Current

(Number of Full-time Staff
and Annual Budget)

1 Full Time Staff and annual budget of
$91,447.72

2 full-time staff and annual budget of
$174,421

Locations
(e.g. Neighborhoods,
Cities, Towns, etc.)

Located in East Boston and primarily working in the East Boston neighborhood

Our People
(e.g. Race, age, class,
household composition
etc.)

Our Story
(Year Established and
Relevant History)

Our Approach to
Organizing and
Engagement
(Major Program Areas)

Our base is low income, people of color, and immigrants. 90% are Latinx, and majority of them
are immigrant women who are heads of their households

Neighbors United for a Better East Boston (NUBE) is a multi-generational, multi-ethnic,
member-led organization, officially formed in 2008 by a diverse group of East Boston residents.
NUBE’s core belief is in the power of organizing and shifting political power through civic
engagement and leadership development Today, the organization has emerged as a
grassroots neighborhood-based organization that develops Abundant Leaders who support
social transformation and repositioning political power. NUBE develops Abundant Leaders who
practice our values of Welcome Justice, and Abundance & believe that our strength comes
from the community to solve the problems we face.
Our civic engagement work, leadership development, and community organizing work are
guided by the commitment of developing a more just, abundant, and sustainable
neighborhood. We envision a community where neighbors co-exist, support, and encourage
each other to create an environment that allows families to attain the foremost quality of life.
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Matrix of Emergency Response Activities: Neighbors United for a Better East Boston (NUBE)
Category / Categoria

Description / Descripción

Food distribution /
Distribución de alimentos

We supported over 1,500 families with food and many received food 15-20 times. Food was
delivered to families' homes thanks to over 50 volunteer drivers who distributed food in
Chelsea, Revere, Lynn and Somerville but 85% of all families were from East Boston.

Accessing government
assistance / Acceso a
asistencia pública

In collaboration with 8-10 neighbors, who we then organized to create the Mutual Aid Eastie
network, we were able to assist over 550 people by helping them apply for unemployment
and/or fill out RAFT applications earlier during the start of the pandemic. Now every time we
connect with a community member who needs assistance, we refer them to the Mutual Aid
Eastie

Language justice / Justicia
lingüística

All activities, workshops, informational flyers, and more have been are continue to be in English
and Spanish

Health and wellbeing /
Salud y bienestar

We started the Wellness Committee with some neighbors to support the emotional well-being
of families who had lost family members, felt isolated, or just needed someone to talk to. This
committee held conversations with the families to talk about different issues, not from a
“professional” standpoint but rather to talk like neighbors and friends. This committee was
successful in providing an ear and shoulder for neighbors to vent. In addition, we sent countless
sanitation kits to many families. Now, we continue to give out sanitation kits (masks, soaps, and
hand sanitizer) in all of our NUBE events to this date.

COVID-19 testing and
vaccines / Pruebas de
COVID-19 y vacunas

An informative workshop was held with 2 doctors from Mass General Hospital on information
about vaccines, transportation, and testing. In addition, during our civic engagement efforts
where we canvassed our neighbors, we handed out more than 2500 flyers on how and why to
get vaccinated

Business and worker
assistance / Ayuda a
empresas y trabajadores

We support small local businesses and restaurants with sanitation kits for their business and
their employees. We did that in 2020 and we did it again at the beginning of December 2021.
We also promoted and bought food from domestic workers and families who began to cook
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and sell food from their houses informally to support themselves and their families during the
lockdown.
.
Technology support /
Apoyo técnico

We have been constantly posting and sharing information about the resources, the vaccine,
and more on our social media which is always done in 2 languages. We hosted multiple
facebook live conversations about community resources during the start of the pandemic and
during lockdown. Also we created a Community Chat on Whatsapp (the app most commonly
used in the community) where we share all kinds of resources and information. Neighbors and
other local organizations joined the chat and began posting info, selling goods, sharing events,
asking help, etc and is now the space where community members and organizations
communicate with each other and support each other. In addition, we have an unlimited zoom
account that community members can use if they need to have meetings with the tech that is
not supported by a regular zoom account, if a neighbor needs a zoom, we just create a zoom
meeting for them and they can use it.

Mutual aid and Financial
Relief Funds / Apoyo
mutuo y fondos de ayuda
financiera

When we were a core organization of what it was back then, the informal mutual aid network,
we helped find funds and we helped create a GoFundme and apply to the city of Boston for
funds. With these, we gave out between $200-500 to over 300 families and individuals with a
focus on families who were not receiving federal funding or unemployment benefits. Now, we
have a smaller fund where we are assisting some families to pay their utility bills if they have
systemic barriers when it comes to applying for funding through the city or RAFT.

Material Aid / Ayuda
material

We received face shields, hand sanitizer, and some masks that we distributed during lockdown
but at the time it was not enough since then it was difficult to get any sanitation products, but
we did manage to protect the volunteers who were taking more risks delivering food, money,
and other products to the most impacted community. Now, with more resources we constantly
give out sanitation kits to our members in the community at NUBE events and in the summer at
Eastie Farmers Market. Also we have been giving out free books donated by a neighbor to
adults and children at our events and in the summer.

Other / Otro

We made the initial connections with different Mutual Aid networks, such as Somerville,
Malden, and Medford during the begging of the pandemic to support each other and
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get guidance on how to navigate the process of forming one here in Eastie. We also connected
with MassUndocuFund we gave them a list of families and they delivered food to more than
300 families and sent 50 undocumented families a direct relief fund of $300. With
MassUndocuFund, we also received 15 spots for essential workers to receive the vaccine early
in february and we gave those spots to essential workers and our volunteers who were
delivering food to families that were COVID positive. NUBE paused its work during the start of
the pandemic to focus on rapid response, however after a few months we slowly started to
transition while still being a facilitating organization of the Mutual Aid Eastie network and we
began working on the 2020 census to ensure that our people and our community were counted
in such important process, we hired two community residents who were new to the organizing
world to develop their leadership and have authentic representation when talking to the
community about the importance of filling out the census, especially the undocumented
community, since seeing how incompetencies the government had been in response to COVID
in BIPOC communities and with people with insecure immigration statuses. Now we continue
to focus on leadership development, organize around civic engagement, and support other
organizations in the fights for displacement, housing affordability, participatory government
process, education, drivers licences for undocumented immigrants, and more.
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The Welcome Project
Category / Categoria
The Organization
(Number of Full-time Staff
and Annual Budget)
Locations
(e.g. Neighborhoods,
Cities, Towns, etc.)

Description / Descripción

Before COVID-19

Current

3 Full Time Staff, 3 Part Time Staff, and annual
budget of $432,700

4 Full Time staff, 4 Part Time staff, 1
Americorps Fellow, and annual budget
of $729,166

Headquartered in Somerville, The Welcome Project service area includes Somerville, Medford,
Cambridge, Everett, and Malden.

Our People
(e.g. Race, age, class,
household composition
etc.)

Our Story
(Year Established and
Relevant History)

Immigrants, refugees, public housing residents

“The Welcome Project is a community-based organization that began in the Mystic Public
Housing Development in Somerville, Massachusetts in 1987, following state mandated racial
integration of the development. As new residents were arriving from Haiti, Central America,
Viet Nam and other parts of the world, many were victims of discrimination and harassment
where they were most vulnerable: at home. The founders of The Welcome Project, a dedicated
group of tenants and community members, came together to help support and empower these
new residents. For over thirty years, The Welcome Project has evolved to work with the
immigrant community throughout the city, while continuing to be closely linked with Mystic
Housing residents” (The Welcome Project 2021).
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Our Approach to
Organizing and
Engagement
(Major Program Areas)

“Our programs provide the training and the platform for immigrants to participate more fully in
civic life and have a powerful presence in the schools, city government, and other institutions
that shape our lives. TWP’s culturally responsive approach builds on immigrants’ existing
strengths to forge connections across language and culture, helping immigrants find success
and community in their new city” (Welcome Project 2021). Our work falls into two categories:
youth leadership and adult leadership. We provide English as a Second Language (ESOL)
classes for approximately 200 adults per year. We offer specialized English classes for
citizenship, computer literacy, as well as for parents navigating the school system. One of our
prominent youth leadership programs is the Liaison Interpreter Program of Somerville (LIPS) for
youth, which trains bilingual teens to interpret at community meetings and events. We also
advise first generation students in accessing college through our “First Generation to College
Program”.

Matrix of Emergency Response Activities: The Welcome Project
Category / Categoria

Description / Descripción

Food distribution /
Distribución de alimentos

Provided grocery store gift cards to families as needed to supplement food supply.

Accessing government
assistance / Acceso a
asistencia pública

Assisted members in accessing unemployment and Rental Assistance for Families in Transition
(RAFT) benefit applications

Language justice / Justicia
lingüística

Provided interpretation and translation support for many of the languages spoken in our service
area. Employed immigrant youth to provide these needed translation services. Provided ESOL
classes remotely via zoom.

Health and wellbeing /
Salud y bienestar

Facilitated a Needs Assessment via phone calls to constituents who are currently participating
in our programs. We assessed their physical and mental well-being, awareness of resources,
and COVID-19 precautions and resources (ex. testing).
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COVID-19 testing and
vaccines / Pruebas de
COVID-19 y vacunas

Supported many constituents with scheduling vaccine appointments. In ESOL classes, hosted
conversations about the importance of testing, vaccines, and other COVID-19 questions. ESOL
Students who had received the vaccine shared with other program participants about why they
chose to get the vaccine.

Business and worker
assistance / Ayuda a
empresas y trabajadores

Implemented the Somerville Worker Center in 2020 as an official program of The Welcome
Project. Hosted worker’s rights education workshops, and educated constituents on paid sick
leave, PPE access, and unemployment insurance.

Technology support /
Apoyo técnico

Distributed 25 laptops WITH internet access to constituents participating in our programs.
Offered brief zoom trainings as needed to improve tech literacies. Produced and translated
zoom guides to give to constituents. When we transitioned our programs to zoom, we called
every participant to answer any questions about technology or zoom.

Mutual aid and Financial
Relief Funds / Apoyo
mutuo y fondos de ayuda
financiera

Established immigrant relief fund for families and workers impacted by COVID-19. This fund is
still being used and we are seeking additional funding. These funds have been used for food,
utility assistance, and rental assistance. Our fund serviced 1,200 people in one year.

Material Aid / Ayuda
material

Distributed hand sanitizer and disinfectant wipes.

Other / Otro

Connected uninsured constituents to reliable medical care through CHA. Partnered with CHA
to provide healthcare and COVID-19 education to our virtual ESOL classes. During COVID-19,
we also provided immigrant rights workshops as part of our virtual ESOL classes. Continued to
educate and connect constituents to existing resources in our service area.
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Methods and Process
This project began by recruiting 8 community partners, who each agreed to a Community
Research Collaborator Expectations and Agreement (see below). Each group agreed to have
staff be interviewed, participate in two group convenings, and review and approve the research
outputs. All interviews were conducted in June and July 2021, via Zoom. These interviews were
recorded and audio was transcribed. The Tufts team then developed an initial synthesis of
themes and held the first convening September 29, 2021 via Zoom. Ten categories were
identified through an analysis of the preliminary findings from eight one-on-one interviews and
the first convening of community research partners. This list was compiled and mutually agreed
on during the second convening. The second convening was held in two parts on November
16 and 17, 2021, as not all partners could participate the same day. In this second convening,
partners also provided feedback on a draft executive summary. Below, we share materials from
the two convenings. Following the convenings, partners provided information for the
Organizational Profiles and the Matrices of Emergency Response Activities presented above.
They then reviewed and provided feedback on a draft report before it was finalized.

Community Partner Collaborator Agreement
A common practice in action research projects is to establish expectations and agreements
between the researchers. The Tufts research team prepared a Research Collaborator Agreement,
provided below, to enumerate the responsibilities and expectations of everyone involved in the
project. All community research partners were asked to review this agreement and agree to the
terms before proceeding with the convenings.
Research Collaborator Expectations and Agreement – Summer-Fall 2021

Community engagement and organizing adaptations
from COVID response efforts in Metro Boston

The collaborators on this action research project agree to the following.
Tufts University Department of Urban & Environmental Policy & Planning will:
-

Communicate in a timely and clear manner about the research project

-

Conduct equitable and accessible interviews

-

Facilitate group discussions that support active participation for all

-

Synthesize information into preliminary findings for review by community partners

-

Prepare and share a final deliverable that supports the goals of the entire project
team
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-

Protect confidentiality of participant data by sharing information in an identifiable way
only when a participant has granted final consent and had a chance to review their
information in context of a report or other research output

-

Ensure security of all participant data so that it can only be accessed by the Tufts
research team

Community Research Partner will:
-

Participate as fully as possible in research activities from June through December
2021, including
o

at least one one-on-one interview with appropriate staff

o

two group discussions of up to two-hours each, one planned for later
September/early October and one for mid-November

o

Review drafts of reports shared prior to the group discussions

o

Review and approve final report

o

Help distribute findings

-

Communicate any capacity constraints

-

Notify the research team of accessibility needs to ensure active participation

-

Engage with the research by reflecting on the questions, coordinating with
organizational peers, and collaborating with other community partners

Upon completion of the first group discussion session, Tufts University will release a stipend
of $2000 to each collaborating community research partner.

Convening Materials
Two convenings with community research partners were planned in fall 2021. Both convenings
were hosted on the virtual conferencing platform, Zoom. The agendas and presentation
materials for Convening I and Convening II are provided below.
Community engagement and organizing adaptations from COVID response efforts
Virtual Convening 1
Wednesday, September 29th
1 -3 pm
Agenda:
Part I
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-

Opening and Overview
Introductions
Share COVID Response Experiences

Part II
-

Preliminary results from interviews
Discussion

Part III
-

Next steps
Closing

The second convening was divided into two meeting times to accommodate the community
research partners’ schedules. The agenda for the second convening is below in both English and
Spanish.
Community engagement and organizing adaptations from COVID response efforts
Virtual Convening 2

Dates and Participants:
Tuesday, November 16th, 4-6 PM:
CPA and GreenRoots
Wednesday, November 17th 1-3 pm (with simultaneous Spanish-English interpretation):
DSNI, NUBE, La Colaborativa, Welcome Project, VietAID, NEU4J

Goals:
-

Get feedback and discuss draft report summary and impact categories
Go deeper on what we are learning from COVID responses and from one another
Discuss next steps for final report, possible funder briefing, and other ways this project
can be helpful to you

Agenda:

Part I (~ 45 min)
-

Opening and Overview
Introductions
Feedback on project materials
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Part II (~55 minutes)
-

Guided visioning exercise
Break
Reflection, discussion, and learning

Part III (~20 minutes)
-

Next steps
Closing

Participación comunitaria y adaptaciones en métodos de movilización social en las
respuestas a COVID-19
Convocatoria virtual 2

Fechas y participantes:
Martes, 16 de noviembre de 4 a 6 de la tarde:
CPA, RaícesVerdes
Miércoles, 17 de noviembre de 1 a 3 de la tarde (con interpretación simultánea entre
español e inglés):
DSNI, NUBE, La Colaborativa, Welcome Project, VietAID, NEU4J

Objetivos:
-

Comentar y conversar sobre el borrador del resumen del informe y las categorías de
impacto.
Profundizar lo que hemos aprendido los unos de los otros y de cómo hemos
respondido a la pandemia.
Conversar sobre: los pasos a seguir para completar el reporte final, un posible
informe para patrocinadores, y otras maneras que este proyecto les pueda ser útil.

Programa:

Parte I (~45 minutos)
-

Inicio y resumen
Presentaciones
Comentarios sobre el material del proyecto

Parte II (~55 minutos)
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-

Ejercicio de visualización guiada
Descanso
Reflexión, conversación y aprendizaje

Parte III (~20 minutos)
-

Próximos pasos
Cierre
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